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About MHG Events
MHG Events is a leading producer and promoter of large-scale 

food festivals, artisan pop-ups, and food halls. Since 2017, we have 
been dedicated to creating inclusive, safe, affordable, and fun 

experiences that celebrate cuisine, culture, and community.
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Our Signature Events

click on the brand to learn more

About numbers

MHG Night Markets are vibrant celebrations that showcase the rich 
diversity of New York City. From the Bronx to Brooklyn, each market offers a 

curated selection of local vendors, bringing together communities and 
supporting micro-businesses and artists.
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The Bronx's most famous 
celebration of cuisine, 
culture, and community.

Average attendance 

5K per event

from April to October.
Monthly on the first Saturday

numbers

click on the brand to learn more
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NYC´s Largest celebration of 
cuisine, culture & community. 

Average attendance
13k per event

Monthly on the second Thursday
from April to October

click on the brand to learn more
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Making Mondays the new 
Saturdays at Industry City.

numbersAverage attendance

6k per event

Monthly on the last Monday
from April to October

click on the brand to learn more
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NYC's first-ever 
vegan night market.

Monthly on the first day
from April to October 

average attendance

4k

click on the brand to learn more
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Average attendance 

10K per event

Biannual spring and fall
05/17, 10/18

The largest celebration of the 
Hispanic diaspora in NYC.

click on the brand to learn more
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average $0.01 per click 

Newsletter

41% open6% click rates

Social media
Currently 250K across platforms and brands

with a 700% growth since 2019

100%

*
*8 bn people 
   live on earth

Online
1 BillioN

in season
impressions

Ad campaigns

+200 of
Media
articles 
in season

in numbers
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average $0.01 per click 

Newsletter

41% open6% click rates

Social media

100%

Ad campaigns
average $0.01 per click 

Newsletter

200K subscribers

41% open6% click rates

Social media

100%

Ad campaigns

50+
events 
in season

+300K
guests
are served
annually



pARTNERSHIPS

We look forward to continuing and growing this 
collaboration to support the many incredible vendors 

and small businesses in the Bronx and beyond.
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At MHG Events, we are trendsetters and a reputable force in the NYC event 
scene. With a proven track record of successfully launching and hosting food 

festivals, we stand out as leaders in creating memorable and engaging 
experiences.

Key Points:

Why Partner with MHG Events?

We have a remarkable success rate in conceptualizing, launching, and managing food 
festivals. Our events consistently draw large and diverse audiences, making us a reliable 
and trusted partner.

-  Proven Success:

MHG Events proudly holds official partnerships with prestigious organizations such as the 
New York Botanical Garden (NYBG), New York Road Runners, and SummerStage. These 
collaborations reflect our commitment to excellence and community engagement.

-  Official Partnerships: 

We are known for our exciting and creative marketing campaigns that capture the 
attention of our target audience. Our innovative approach ensures that sponsors benefit 
from maximum visibility and engagement.

-  Creative Marketing Campaigns:

MHG Events is at the forefront of setting trends in the event industry. Our commitment 
to innovation and creativity ensures that our events remain not only relevant but also 
ahead of the curve.

-  Trendsetting Events:

sponsorships
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At MHG Events, we understand the value of strategic partnerships and offer 
customizable sponsorship packages to meet your marketing objectives. Our 
sponsorship benefits encompass a comprehensive range of opportunities, 

ensuring maximum exposure and engagement for your brand.

Sponsorship Benefits:

Sponsorships

Gain exclusive rights to leverage our intellectual property 
and event content for your marketing initiatives.

- Rights to Leverage IP and Content:

Elevate your brand through extensive coverage across our social 
media platforms, email newsletters, and inclusion in press releases.

- Social Media, Email, PR Inclusion:

Showcase your products or services with prominent on-site visibility at our events. 
Engage directly with our diverse audience through sampling opportunities.

- On-Site Visibility and Sampling:

Align your brand with specific activities or features at our events, 
showcasing your commitment to creating memorable experiences.

- Activity "Ownership":

Secure exclusive recognition as the sole sponsor within your industry 
category or as the title sponsor, reinforcing your brand's prominence.

- Category or Title Exclusivity:

Sponsorship
cost
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Sponsorship at our events starts at $2500 per event and includes:

• Three social media content pieces.
• Two newsletter mentions.
• A press mention.
• Website and ticketing platform inclusion.
• On-site signage.
• Prime placement.
• Stage announcements.

Sponsorship Cost:

Customizable Packages:
Our sponsorship packages are designed to be flexible, allowing you to 

tailor your investment based on your unique goals and preferences. Costs 
vary depending on the level of exposure and engagement desired. 
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For detailed information and to discuss 
a personalized sponsorship package, 

please contact our team at:

marco@maschospitalitygroup.com
beatriz@maschospitalitygroup.com
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